19th October 2009
Good Evening.
All: Good Evening.
As I join with you this time, it comes to me to
say just how much you people have grown, not
only as human beings, but in the spiritual sense
also.
Sarah: That’s nice to know. Thank you!
I believe I can say to you, my dear friends, that
when first we met, each one of you, with your
different lifestyles, sometimes found life to be
difficult, and although I say this to you, and I
know that life sometimes is still difficult, you,
my dear friends are now capable of living your
lives much more spiritually, because of the
knowledge and the understanding that you
have. I hope you agree with me, because it is
true.
Sarah: Yes, thank you; it’s certainly helped us all, I
think, a great deal.
Lilian: Yes it has—in day to day living.
Yes.
Paul: One thing that I was thinking about today
was what you said once about ‘keeping it
simple’—trying to make our lives more simple. I
think that’s one—to be spiritual when your life’s
so complicated, it becomes more difficult.
Yes, of course, we now know, do we not, that
the fear of life makes life complicated for you
(yes). In seeking simplicity, it also means to
dispel any fear that arises within you. I do not
say: have faith. Faith is not the word to use, but
have that knowing within that ALL WILL BE
WELL, and then the thought is reality. But , for
that part of your living, each one of you that
comes within this room, is learning to trust in
that greater energy of life. Would you not
agree?
Sarah: Yes, certainly, and when you think
positively, the fear just evaporates.
Yes, yes, it is one of the greatest lessons of life
that you can achieve, and neither I nor anyone
in our world would suggest it is easy—we know
it is not. Human living creates many obstacles,
but again I say to you: it is the way that you
overcome these things. I do not wish to speak
with you for too long this time, so, if you do
have any questions for me, I will be happy to try
to answer them for you.
Lilian: Thank you. Yes, we were a little puzzled by
the meeting last Monday, especially Jan.

Somebody wanted to use her, but she was
reluctant, because she’s had two who were ‘not
above board’ should I say, and she’d made up her
mind that she was not going to be used for
speech. She didn’t mind clairvoyance, but it
seemed pretty obvious that she was meant to
speak. Can you explain a little for us, please?
Sarah: I think Eileen said there was somebody
with her that wanted to come through her, so
that’s why she spoke last time.
Lilian: Yes—it felt alright.
I see. Firstly, let me say: all communication has
to be accepted, and we are most grateful in our
world that anyone offers themselves to be used.
Of course, I have told you that sometimes those
overly eager spirits who wish to come, manage
to ‘slip through’—that is the way you would
phrase it, I think? (yes). Yes, it does not mean
they are always unacceptable. It is sometimes
over-eagerness to communicate, which causes
such problems. The lady cannot go backwards.
She has offered herself to be used and now she
has become a little afraid, and here we speak of
‘fear’ again. Can I please hear the lady’s voice?
Jan: Yes Salumet.
Yes, thank you! Yes, it is a little fear and doubt
within you, because of the occasions when it has
seemed a little doubtful.
Jan: Yes—it really spoilt it for me.
Please do not let it do that. It has created this
fear.
Jan: I felt that I was letting the group down (no!),
if I had another one that slipped in—
No—we cannot let you stop now. We will
encourage and we will help. It depends much on
what you term your ‘doorkeeper’ or
‘gatekeeper’, whichever term you use for those
in spirit who allow those to come through to
you, and sometimes, as I say, they do slip
through, but you must never be afraid that we
are not in control of these situations.
Jan: I felt last week, we were being sent on a
journey, and once somebody said to me ‘open
the door’—that’s when I allowed it to happen
(yes), because I knew that, the way it happened,
it was being controlled from spirit side (yes), but
the confusion was the gender of the two people
that came through—I had no doubt at all that it
felt like two genders. The person came through,
one moment, as a male, and then when Sarah’s
control talked to them, they changed to a female,
and that was my confusion. It left me feeling a

little doubtful as to why that happened, although
I felt it was right!
Yes, it was right. Do not be too concerned. It is
an occasion when spirit enters the human
frame, and there is confusion sometimes when
the ‘doorkeeper’, we will call them, is not fully in
charge and allows them to slip through; but the
communication was definitely genuine. Let me
explain a little about spirit beings who wish to
communicate. We have those whom you will
recognise as ‘rescues’—of this there is no doubt,
and we try so hard to keep them in some kind of
order; but remember there is excitement, and
there is eagerness to communicate, also from
our side—there are many who wish to do so, not
when it is ‘rescue’, but as a part of
communication. Before someone returns, if
someone wishes to reincarnate, there is no
gender, they are purely spirit. And sometimes,
when there is impatience, they slip through—I
will use your earthly term—‘the net’—they will
slip through. That is why there was confusion
whether it be male or female.
Jan: Ah! I see!
Does that help you to understand?
Jan: It does.
It is only when the spirit is implanted into the
human form that the gender is recognised (I
see). Is that helpful to you?
Jan: It is, and I must admit I left this room feeling
much more confident and without fear, but—
We will not allow you, my dear friend, to close
down.
Jan: Thank you! I don’t want to close down (no).
It was just the experiences were somewhat
embarrassing for me and I know it wasn’t my
fault.
No, do not be embarrassed, my dear friend,
please—please just be open to what we have to
give.
Jan: I will. Thank you!
None of you fully realise how much love and
help you give to those in our world. You truly
do—and, without you, we could not achieve
what we do. So I hope that has clarified
somewhat the conditions of last time.
Jan: Yes, it has. Thank you very much!
I will take one more question only, and then
allow your evening to continue.
Lilian: Anyone?
Paul: I was thinking a little bit about the way our
work is organised. Much of our work relates to

money and the jobs, so that people’s motivation
is often—some people are motivated more by the
work, some are motivated more by the money. I
think, as we evolve, eventually, the money
becomes less important, and it’s the work that is
of the main importance, and, as this occurs, I
guess a lot of jobs that are there more for the
money than the actual role they play, will just
disappear. Eventually probably—on a lot of
planets, they don’t even have a money system
anymore. They have some other system in place
and that’s probably a stage that you reach where
you’re much more evolved, and there’s a lot
more equality between people. So I guess the
Earth is still at a very early stage on that one—
If your Planet could exist on love alone, it would
not be Earth! Every being upon this Earth planet
has a choice. That choice includes working and
money, as you have mentioned. It is a very, very
long way away from not having any monetary
system! That is not about to happen. But you
have to be sensible and not everyone has that
drive because of the ‘love of money’. But, as you
say, some people do it for the love of the work
that they do (yes). There is nothing wrong with
money it is the love of money, as it is the love of
anything else which becomes out of proportion
with what is within. As human beings, at this
moment in time, money is essential for you all
to provide yourselves with food and sustenance
of many kinds, and, although there is much
greed in your world, it is now becoming
apparent that the awareness of poverty and
greed is high on the list of how earthly beings
are living. This awareness, my dear friend, is
what is important at this stage of evolution. It is
the raising of awareness, and in your world, we
are beginning to see this happening.
Jan: —Just as we are. The awareness of what we
have done and our ancestors before us have done
on the planet (yes). It is a privilege in a way to be
here now, as we are, in this personality, to
witness this awakening in so many ways.
Yes—as I have told you many times, my dear
friends, there are so many of us from our world
who have gathered, and we are endeavouring to
raise the consciousness of your world, and
although as I have said, there are many areas of
darkness, so too do those areas of light seem
ever brighter, and that gladdens us so much.

Sarah: You certainly hear a lot more of very rich
people giving away an awful lot of their money to
good causes.
Yes, so you must not always say that money is
evil. You have to keep the balance, and in your
world as it is at this stage of its evolution, money
or goods are essential, yes.
Paul: Well, as you say, the important thing is that
the awareness (yes) is growing steadily.
That is more important, yes. You could have
someone with much, much money, but, if their
awareness is one of generosity and giving, how
can you judge them for having money? (Yes). In
the same way, you could have someone with
very little, but who is mean-spirited and selfish.
Be always careful, my dear friends, about
judgement.
Paul: Yes, I had one thought. Sometimes the ones
that are greedy, who perhaps take too much from
the world, leave so much less for the others—not
enough for others, but then they also create the
opportunity for good learning, because it doesn’t
necessarily help to have riches—it probably
doesn’t at all—so it presents learning
opportunities for others, who have to make do
with less (yes).
Jan: It’s my experience that people with great
wealth have an enormous responsibility that they
sometimes feel quite burdened with, but, like you
say, it’s the consciousness of how they behave
and how they behave with that money (yes). It
really doesn’t matter whether you have a penny
or a million pounds, it’s the love behind—the
person with the last penny could give it away and
have a wonderful feeling of freedom and selfexpression, the same as the man with the million
pounds.
And, of course, freewill is always to the fore of
human existence. Only when humankind finds
that deep love of spirit within, will there be a
change in your world—but it is happening.
Sarah: And television and the media also help,
because in past times, we perhaps wouldn’t have
been aware of certain things, but now, especially
on television, you can see what is going on in the
world, which help people—it hits on their
conscience and that also helps (yes).
Lilian: It shows the good side and the bad side.
Be aware only of your own spirit. Be an example
to others. Give out that love from within, and
you will see your world gradually change. It
begins with small steps, and grows and grows.

You will be surprised when I say that the light of
your Earth is brighter than you may think.
Lilian: That’s nice to know.
Now, as I leave you, my dear friends, I once
more encompass you within that love and light
of spirit, and I leave you all this time with the
knowledge that there are those close to you
who love and protect you.
Lilian: Thank you, once again, Salumet.
Paul: Yes, thank you! Our love goes with you.
George’s notes: I was unable to get to the
meeting myself on this occasion—sadly, due to
life’s exigencies we all have to miss the occasional
evening. But I take pleasure in reflecting on the
points raised:
Jan’s dilemma: I am so pleased that this matter
was raised and that Salumet was able to be so
very reassuring. And I think we had all been left
confused the week before by the apparent two
identities that came through Jan, clearly male and
female (unreported). As stated, gender is of
course only relevant to Earth life and has no
significance where spiritual progression is
concerned. It was left unreported because we felt
the dialogue would likely be confusing to all.
Money and greed: It is the perfect time also for
this subject to be discussed; a time of starvation
in the world and a time when key people who are
supposedly in control of the western world’s
banking and finance are in receipt of huge
bonuses—so staggeringly enormous that a single
bonus could provide lifetime support enabling
many to prosper for several of their Earth lives!
But as Salumet says, much depends on what
happens to that wealth. And I still rest uneasy
regarding a system that declares that its own top
executives should be paid that much over and
above reasonable salary. Historically, some
wealthy ones have been renowned public
benefactors, for example Andrew Carnegie, an
industrialist who endowed 2,800 public libraries in
the U.S. and donated $350,000,000 to a variety of
foundations; while certain others have earned
reputation as incredibly wealthy misers. Perhaps I
should not judge, and anyway, it is always useful
and possibly necessary for us to have yardsticks
and milestones that we may observe.

